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A number of years ago I came across a very interesting paperback book entitled, "The War Magician."   This book describes the very important role of one of Britain's top magicians, Jasper Maskelyne, in applying the methods of magic to deceive the Germans in World War II. I highly recommend this book, which was written by David Fisher and published in 1983 by Berkley Books, New York.

Fisher's account of Maskelyne's contributions to victory in Egypt is of considerable historic value.   But even more, it also contains some important lessons on how the highly touted "national means of verification," frequently used to police arms control agreements, can be thwarted by methods that are quite familiar to the professional magician and illusionist.
Although Maskelyne travelled to sixteen countries during the war, Fisher's book covers only his incredible contributions in the Egyptian theater of war. Here, time and time again he applied the techniques of magic to outfox the famed German "Fox," Field Marshall Erwin Rommel.
One of the early projects of Jasper Maskelyne was to misdirect German night bombers away from the port of Alexandria. He did this by duplicating the lights of Alexandria in a nearby coastal region that had the same coastal contour as Alexandria. While German bombers were busy wasting their bombs on the false port, Maskelyne's crew worked under the cover of darkness to install false rubble and false bomb craters in the actual port to fool German reconnaissance flights the next day.
Another interesting project was the highly successful protection of 100 miles of the Suez Canal from German night bombers - a project that even dwarfed David Copperfield's vanishing of the Statue of Liberty! Maskelyne achieved this protection by installing searchlights along the canal to produce a blinding wall of light that prevented German bombardiers from seeing the canal.
However, Maskelyne's greatest challenge, posed to him by British General Bernard Montgomery, was to devise methods of deception that would mislead German Field Marshall Erwin Rommel as to the time and place of the major British attack across the Alamein line in the fall of 1942. Author David Fisher characterized Maskelyne's response to this challenge as "the greatest bit of Legerdemain in the history of warfare. This was the grand illusion."

Maskelyne was asked to deceive Rommel into believing that the British attack would come' from the south instead of the north and that it would occur later than the planned time of attack.





Maskelyne's key "evidence" that the attack would take place from the south was the deceptive "construction" of a false water pipeline from the large El Imalyid supply depot in the north to Samaket Gaballa in the south. Such a pipeline would be essential to supply attacking forces in the south. Empty gasoline cans were cut open and flattened to simulate segments of the pipeline. These cans were laid end to end in a five mile trench that was dug each day. Every night the cans were removed and the trench filled so that German reconnaissance flights would observe on the following day that another five miles of pipe had been laid. Dummy pumping stations were constructed along the pipeline and periodically serviced by British supply trucks.
Since an attack from the south could not take place until this pipeline was completed, the simulated construction of the line was timed to convince the Germans that it would not be completed until early November, 1942, well after the actual planned time of attack. This ruse completely fooled Rommel, who was vacationing in Germany when the attack was launched from the north on October 23, 1942.
Maskelyne's "Gang" also devised some very effective additional deceptions that helped convince Rommel that the attack on the Alamein front was to come from the south. The most remarkable of these was the construction of truck-simulating shells that could be slid over tanks to make them appear to be supply trucks. This artifice enabled the British forces to initially concentrate their tanks in the south and then drive them up north at night to be "transformed" into trucks by the shells while they were replaced by dummy tanks in the south. The fact of so many tanks being driven up north under cover of darkness was concealed by driving them in one long line, one tank behind the other, leaving only one pair of tracks in the sand. In the south, dummy artillery and dummy soldiers were also used to complete the deception. The false artillery was even equipped with flash powder to simulate firings. The dummy tanks and artillery were covered by camouflage netting that was just slightly defective so as to reveal their presence to German reconnaissance aircraft.
Thus, the art of magic played a very important role in achieving one of the decisive victories of World War II, the victory at El Alamein! Describing this victory on November 11,1942, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill told the House of of Commons, "I must say one word about ...surprise and strategy. By a marvelous system of camouflage, complete tactical surprise was achieved in the desert. The enemy suspected -- indeed, knew -- that an attack was impending, but when and where and how it was coming was hidden from him."
Not only did Maskelyne deceive the German air and ground forces in the Egyptian theater of war, but he also deceived the German naval forces in the same area. Two notable examples of naval deceptions were the disguising of a 40-year old cruiser as a modern British battleship (named the Houdin) and the use of obsolete railroad sleeping cars to construct dummy submarines in port. German naval forces were thereby fooled as to the location of British ships that threatened Rommel's naval supply line.
My own interest in the techniques that can deceive aerial and satellite observation predated Fisher's book by more than 10 years. In the early 1970's I became alarmed at the naivety of some self-styled arms control "experts" who asserted without proof that "national technical means of verification" (primarily, satellites) were infallible in the policing of all kinds of arms control agreements. I wrote a short position paper that outlined the various ways in which such verification means could by thwarted by camouflage, concealment and deception.



While looking for critical comments on my verification paper I ran into M. Stanton Candlin, a former senior member of British intelligence who accompanied the international team that disarmed Germany after World War II. Stanton agreed completely with my analysis of problems of verification and gave me many examples of how the Germans successfully deceived allied aerial reconnaissance during the war. Eventually, we collaborated in a lengthy paper describing SALT I verification deficiencies that was inserted into the Congressional Record on August 18,1972, during the Senate deliberations on SALT I. We included in this paper a number of eyewitness accounts of German deceptions which Stanton supplied. Stanton, by the way, told me about how British magicians were employed to devise methods of deceiving the Germans as to the planned path of the D-Day invasion across the Channel. Stanton passed away several years ago, but I still keep in contact with his wife Enid, who was secretary to Pearl Buck's husband in China many years ago and has written several books on China and India.
Our State Department and our Arms Control and Disarmament Agency would do well to consult magicians in negotiating arms control and disarmament agreements. The imagination and creativity of magicians should be tapped to formulate verification provisions in these agreements that would effectively guard against deception.
Gil Stubbs


